
When to apply for Social Security benefits is one of the most important 

issues you will face during your retirement. Most people simply apply 

for Social Security whenever they decide to retire, instead of taking into 

consideration what age will give them the maximum lifetime benefit. But 

can they afford to wait? It depends.

Navigating Social Security can be a complicated process so it’s critical to 

take the time to evaluate your specific situation with a financial professional 

whom you trust.

Every individual’s situation is different. The best timing depends on your 

financial situation, including a thorough evaluation of critical income needs 

versus luxury income needs. You may be able to delay taking benefits, 

or need them sooner, depending on whether you or your spouse is 

working. Understanding how spousal benefits work, and using strategies 

to maximize your benefits can save you thousands of dollars over a long 

period of time. 

At age 66 you will receive full retirement age (FRA) benefits, but you are 

eligible to receive 75% of your full benefits if you apply at 62.1 Also, if you 

delay the onset of benefits past age 66 you can delay until age 70 and 

actually earn 132% of your FRA benefits.2

The longer the primary earner delays, the more the monthly income will 

increase. Theoretically, if you begin receiving Social Security early, you will 

receive a smaller monthly benefit for a longer time, and if you delay, you 

will receive a larger monthly benefit for a shorter time. 

There are “break-even calculators” which can be use to figure out how 

long you would have to live to make delaying worthwhile. Consult your 

financial professional to assist in this process. 

Calculating spousal benefits can be more complicated. Married couples 

have to consider how the retired worker benefit, spousal benefit, and 

survivor benefit will affect benefits and life time maximums. More 

information is available.
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1 Social Security Administration, Retirement Planner: Bene"ts by Year of Birth, http://www.socialsecurity.gov/retire2/agereduction.htm
2 Social Security Administration, Delayed Retirement: If You were Born Between 1943 and 1954, http://www.ssa.gov/retire2/1943.htm
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